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SECTION 1.0 | Executive Summary

The strategic plan is underpinned by an ambition to advance SharingPoint’s charitable purpose and to build it
into a world-class organization. World-class has nothing to do with size, it has everything to do with continuous
improvement, outperformance, innovation, engagement, leadership, engaged clients, satisfied employees and
constructive shareholder relationships.
The strategic plan is driven by the need to sustain and enhance the position of SharingPoint and to expand its
role in meeting the needs of those recovering from the effects of addiction in Ireland through effective and
scalable one-to-one and group counselling. Throughout the period of the plan, SharingPoint will seek to rebrand
its client value proposition beyond the provision of services in connection with addiction recovery to include the
provision of support to adults seeking to improve their general mental and emotional health wellbeing. In so
doing, SharingPoint will increase the benefit it provides to the community by extending its reach to adults
suffering from the effects of addiction, in its broadest sense.
SharingPoint aspires to grow the number of group counselling services it offers from 10 to 12 groups in 2019
and to 21 groups by the year 2023. SharingPoint will also grow the number of one-to-one counselling services it
provides from 630 to 760 hours in 2019 and to 1,600 hours in 2023. In this way, the plan forecasts client
numbers growing from 100 per week to 115 per week in the first year of the plan and to 230 by the year 2023.
This will be largely in SharingPoint’s existing location in Coolock but where appropriate, may also include
incremental growth in a new location(s). Revenue is forecasted to grow from €160K to €247K during the period
of the plan with retained earnings remaining sufficiently constant throughout.
Attracting the best people in terms of board members, facilitators and support staff who are capable of making a
difference is crucial to the SharingPoint mission. It is also essential that systems and processes are in place to
ensure that SharingPoint achieves its objectives with integrity and that it is managed in an effective, efficient,
accountable and transparent way.
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SECTION 2.0 | Introduction
Overview of Organisation History and Current Operations

1.

| Organisation History

SharingPoint was founded in 2002 to provide group counselling services to adults directly affected by addiction
or indirectly affected by the addiction of a significant other person in their lives. A registered charity,
SharingPoint is an independent, not-for-profit organization which depends upon donations and client
contributions to fund its services. SharingPoint is led by a full-time CEO with extensive addiction recovery
experience and has a voluntary Board of Directors with a range of professional, commercial and industrial
experience.
SharingPoint’s core group counselling service is delivered by professional staff who are trained and experienced
in addiction recovery. This service is suitable for adults who are committed to recovering from any addiction to
mood-altering substances or behaviours, such as alcohol, illegal drugs, prescribed medication, gambling, sex,
eating, stealing etc. It is also suitable for adults affected by the addiction of any significant person in their lives
such as a spouse, sibling, or parent. It is available to adults of any age, gender or background.
SharingPoint has a unique definition to addiction and approach to recovery when compared to others who work
in this area. We believe that addiction stems from a loss or lack of personal identity and a deep sense of
disconnection from one’s self and from others. Disconnection from one’s self can occur for reasons such as
trauma, ill-health or lack of care at some level. Some people may be disconnected from their true selves
because they never understood who they were as individuals and were never taught how to make a real
connection to themselves.
SharingPoint argues that it is possible to recover from addiction by establishing or re-establishing a connection
to our true selves on the basis that living true to who we really are is incompatible with addictive behaviour.
Connection and reconnection to one’s self can only be established by understanding and accepting who we are
and living in a way that is true to that person. If the important connection to ourselves, and subsequently to
others, is best achieved when we understand and accept who we are, then it is essential to learn who we are
and how we work.
SharingPoint believes that self-awareness, and the choices we make in life using this information, are critical to
a healthy life. SharingPoint believes that we can only learn who we really are as individuals by undertaking a
journey of self-awareness and inner growth. This journey should focus on the four key areas of physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual health, their interaction and the importance of each to recovery. The SharingPoint
addiction recovery method places an emphasis not only on developing personal understanding and acceptance
but also on ownership, responsibility, consciousness, the criticality of opening up, trusting and being vulnerable
to others whilst learning to live in the present. In order to achieve this, the SharingPoint addiction recovery
model combines elements from a number of known treatment models and uses psychotherapeutic and
counselling techniques to provide a service that is delivered through facilitated group-counselling sessions.
A key difference between the SharingPoint approach to addiction recovery and other recovery models is that
SharingPoint addresses mental and emotional health separately as distinct and separate entities. The
SharingPoint programme focuses on the affected person rather than on the addiction. The specific factors
involved in each individual's addiction means that their path to recovery may also be unique. SharingPoint
essentially helps to create the self-awareness that allows its clients to become the person that they are meant to
be and so avoid the circumstances that lead to the development of addiction.
Over the last number of years, SharingPoint has seen an increase in the number of clients approaching it
looking for support in improving their general mental and emotional health wellbeing. Given SharingPoint’s
unique approach to addressing mental and emotional health separately, it is well placed to support these clients
in addition to those affected by addiction. A key focus for SharingPoint’s 2019 – 2024 strategy will be to extend
its client value proposition beyond addiction services to support those seeking to improve their mental and
emotional health wellbeing.
2.

| Situation Analysis – Current Operations
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SharingPoint operates from one location in the Northside Business Centre in Coolock, Dublin 17. It has a fulltime CEO and facilitator and a number of part-time facilitators who facilitate one-to-one counselling sessions and
10 recovery groups which meet weekly and are overseen by two experienced professional facilitators. The
recovery group sessions operate in a confidential, safe and supportive environment. Groups consist of a mix of
clients, some of whom are directly affected by addiction, and others who are indirectly affected. Although
SharingPoint relies on client contributions to fund its services, it has never refused a client because of their
inability to pay.
The effective implementation of our 2016 - 2018 strategic plan saw the organisation double the number of
groups being facilitated over a five-year period and quadruple the number of one-to-one individual counselling
sessions over the same period. This was enabled by the hiring of a second full time accredited counsellor to
support continuous growth during the term of the plan. Developing this scalability was a key challenge facing the
organisation at the time. Although largely overcome, maintaining an appropriately scalable model remains key
to supporting SharingPoint’s future growth.
SharingPoint recognises the diversity of the communities which we support. SharingPoint services are open to
all adults across Ireland and are available to all adults irrespective of age, gender, ethnicity, race, disability,
religious beliefs, life stages, sexual orientation or education. Our client demographic continues to evolve and
now includes clients of all ages, backgrounds and various nationalities including Northern Ireland, Lithuania,
Albania, Italy and South Africa. Clients travel to Coolock to avail of SharingPoint’s services from as far away as
Waterford and Newry each week.
As part of our 2016 - 2018 strategic plan, SharingPoint sought to extend its reach beyond its Coolock base.
Time was spent in the Tallaght area in the first half of 2018 to assess the potential for expansion into this
location. However, given barriers to entry encountered and the need to focus SharingPoint’s available
resources to support the continued growth in the Coolock location, a strategic decision was taken by the Board
not to expand the service into new locations during 2018. As SharingPoint grows its resources during 2019 –
2023, it will reconsider opportunities for expansion, where appropriate. This will include consideration of the
advantages and disadvantages of working in partnership with other charities and in new locations.
3.

| Situation Analysis – Compliance Environment

The Charities Act, enacted on Saturday 28 February 2009, represented a very significant milestone for
community and voluntary activity in Ireland. The purpose of the Act is to reform the law relating to charities in
order to ensure greater accountability and to protect against abuse of charitable status and fraud and to
enhance public trust and confidence in charities and increase transparency in the sector. The Charities Act 2009
sets out a charity's legal obligations for operating in Ireland.
Key aspects of the Act provide for a definition of charitable purpose for the first time in primary legislation; the
creation of a new Charities Regulatory Authority (Charities Regulator) to secure compliance by charities with
their legal obligations and also to encourage better administration of charities; a Register of Charities in which all
charities operating in the State must be registered; the submission of annual activity reports by charities to the
Charities Regulator; updating the law relating to fund-raising, particularly in relation to collections by way of
direct debits and similar non-cash methods; the creation of a Charity Appeals Tribunal and the provision of
consultative panels to assist the Authority in its work and to ensure effective consultation with stakeholders.
The ‘Guidelines for Charitable Organisations Fundraising from the Public’ issued by the Charities Regulator in
September 2017, are intended to assist trustees of a charity to run the charity effectively, avoid difficulties in
respect of fundraising activities and comply with their legal duties. The Charities Regulator expects that any
charities that fundraise will do so in a way which protects the reputations of their charity and encourages public
trust and confidence in their charity and in charities more generally. This includes following the law and
recognised standards, protecting the charity from undue risk and showing respect for beneficiaries, donors and
the public.
In November 2018, the Charities Regulatory Authority published a new ‘Charities Governance Code’ with which
all charities will be expected to start reporting their compliance by 2021. The code sets out the minimum
standards that must be met in order to effectively manage a charity. The code is made up of six principles of
governance which are:
1. Advancing charitable purpose
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2. Behaving with integrity
3. Leading people
4. Exercising control
5. Working effectively
6. Being accountable
At a minimum, charities are expected to meet the core standards of these principles.
The ‘Charities SORP’ is a Statement of Recommended Practice which sets out how charities should prepare
their annual accounts and report on their finances. The SORP is an interpretation of the underlying financial
reporting standards and generally accepted accounting practice. The Charities SORP requires a far greater level
of information and disclosures in order to provide transparency and accountability. There are more requirements
for the directors’ report, more analysis of income and expenditure and a focus on the funds position. While
Charities SORP is not currently a requirement outside the UK, many Irish charities have voluntarily adopted it in
order to follow best practice in relation to accounting and reporting, and to demonstrate the highest level of
transparency and accountability for all their stakeholders. The most recent version is SORP 2015.
For a charity to achieve the Charities Institute Ireland’s Triple Lock Standard, it must:
1. Formally adopt the Guidelines for Charitable Organisations on Fundraising from the Public.
2. Prepare a trustees annual report and financial statements in full compliance with the Charity SORP
(Statement of Recommended Practice under FRS102) and make them easily available to the public.
3. Formally adopt the 'Charities Governance Code', or will have adopted this by 2020.
All of the above will impact on the operations of SharingPoint during the period of this strategic plan. In addition,
SharingPoint must ensure that the organisation continues to operate within the letter and the spirit of all other
relevant regulatory and compliance requirements (e.g. Child First Act, Safeguarding Guidance – Children &
Vulnerable Persons, General Data Protection Regulation, Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act etc.). A key
goal will be for the organisation to achieve the Charities Institute or Ireland Triple Lock Standard.
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4.

| Situation Analysis – Addiction

Addiction is a significant social issue in Ireland and across the world. Despite developments in understanding
and treatment modalities in recent decades, addiction is increasing in terms of the numbers of people involved,
variation and the harm it causes.
Two of the more internationally recognised authorities The World Health Organisation (WHO) and the American
Psychiatric Association (APA) who publish the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM)
continue to redefine and update their understandings. The WHO, in its latest revision, (ICD-10), describes
addiction as a dependence syndrome involving a cluster of physiological, behavioural, and cognitive
phenomena. A significant change in the APA thinking in recent years is that it now recognizes that behavioral
disorders have very similar affects to drug abuse disorders.
Addictions therefore can be divided into two broad categories i.e. substance and behavioural addictions.
Substance addictions are more physically addictive and include addictions to alcohol, illegal drugs and
prescribed medication addictions while behavioural addictions include, gambling, eating disorders, sex,
shopping, internet, gaming, work etc. While this categorisation distinguishes between the object of the addiction,
this does not imply any significant distinction in the stages, triggers and or the harm caused by either form of
addiction. A common myth of addiction is that the prevalence of drug-taking addictions exceeds that of other
addictions. Bruce Alexander, one of the foremost authorities in the area of addiction in his book, 'The
Globalisation of Addiction', notes that ‘the prevalence of addictions in which drug use plays no important role is
growing as fast as or faster than the prevalence of drug addictions, although the evidence is neither so well
quantified nor so highly publicized.’ (Alexander, B., Globalisation of Addiction, p38)

2.5 | Addiction in Ireland
In Ireland, as with many other countries, we do not have an Addiction Policy per se; we simply have a National
Drugs Strategy. The first working group on drugs was established in 1968 but it wasn't until the 1980's when the
fallout from the heroin epidemic struck many areas across Ireland that we saw the introduction of specific drugs
strategies. The central components of these strategies are Drug Task Forces set up locally and regionally
across the country while treatment is primarily focused on stabilization and harm reduction.
It is also interesting to note that it wasn’t until 2012 that Ireland finally named and included alcohol as a drug
under our National Drugs strategy. Prior to this, alcohol was dealt with separately under a specific Alcohol
Policy. Ireland’s first Alcohol Policy wasn’t introduced until 1996 against a backdrop of increasing public health
concerns due to an escalation in the consumption of alcohol in the country and the growing evidence available
that proved the harmful impact of excessive alcohol consumption. Over the intervening years many would have
questioned the efficacy of our alcohol policies particularly given the ever-increasing consumption and
acceptance of the widespread use of alcohol throughout our society.
Given the narrow focus of the treatment element of our National Strategy - focusing primarily on harm reduction
and stabilization - there is a severe shortage of services for anyone in Ireland who is directly or indirectly
affected by chemical addictions. Additionally, because behavioural addictions are not recognized by the State
there is little or no public services available to people affected by addictions to eating disorders, sex, self-harm,
work, gambling, the internet, gaming etc. albeit that they are growing as fast or at a faster rate than the addiction
to chemical addictions.
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2.6 | SharingPoint’s Approach to Addiction
SharingPoint has developed its own understanding of addiction and a unique approach to recovery based on
existing theoretical models and years of practical experience. SharingPoint defines addiction as an ongoing,
destructive and compulsive pursuit or relationship with any mood-altering substance or behaviour that can
completely take over a person’s life and transform it with often horrific consequences for them and for those
around them.
SharingPoint believes that the root cause of all addictions is disconnection from (critical elements of) the self
and from other people which is caused by a deep loss or lack of personal awareness, understanding and
identity. The lack of connection to the self may be due to the fact that such a connection was never developed in
the first place or that it was severed in response to painful personal experiences. Whatever the origins,
SharingPoint believes that addiction is a fear-based (externally searching) response or coping mechanism for
dealing with the pain of this disconnection from the self and others: an outwardly manifested behaviour which is
a symptom of pain NOT the cause of it.
Unfortunately, this flawed coping mechanism drives people to seek ‘relief’ from their agony through various
addictive behaviours. In fact, instead of relief, compulsive addictive activity will eventually result in an everincreasing spiral of suffering, denial, delusion, and further disconnection from one's self as well as isolation from
others. One of the core principles of the SharingPoint Addiction Recovery Model is that addiction and the ability
to live in a way that is true to ourselves run counter to each other. Therefore, if a lack of awareness and
disconnection from our true selves is what makes us vulnerable to addiction, then conscious awareness and
connection to our true selves is our best defence. When we are connected to ourselves, we can choose to live in
a way that is true to ourselves. This connection is best achieved when we understand and accept who we really
are.
This is why the focus of the SharingPoint recovery programme, therefore, is on the person rather than on the
addiction. Due to the unique factors involved in any one person’s addiction, each individual’s route to recovery
may have to be specifically tailored to create the awareness and circumstances that allows them to live as the
person they really are. SharingPoint's services are suitable for adults addicted to any mood-altering substance
or behaviour such as alcohol, illegal drugs, prescribed medication, gambling, sex, eating or stealing.
SharingPoint’s services are all equally aimed at those not directly affected by addiction but impacted by the
addiction of any significant person in their lives.
Our personal interaction with the world is framed by four elements (physical, mental, emotional and spiritual)
through which we mediate our lives. To some extent, most people understand that they have physical, mental,
emotional and spiritual elements but they may not know how these levels operate and interact with each other.
SharingPoint believes that the way we transition through these elements or levels is critical to our well-being and
is dependent on both our self-awareness (knowing how we work) and the degree of fear or love in our lives.

If the important connection to ourselves is best achieved when we understand and accept who we are, then it is
essential to learn who we are and how we work. SharingPoint believes that self-awareness and the choices we
make in life using this information are critical to a healthy life. Over the past 18 years SharingPoint’s unique
approach to supporting those affected in all the various ways by addiction in its broadest definition has
continued to deliver long lasting results. Over the past few years SharingPoint, with the support of Dr Keara Hall
has documented this unique model. The model used in SharingPoint may have broader applicability. This will
be considered as part of the current strategic plan.
SharingPoint exists to:
1. Provide supports to adults affected by any addictions be they substance or behavioural;
2. Support those affected by any addiction of a significant other person in their life; and
3. Provide services aimed at delivering long-term sustainable drug free lives to those affected by chemical
addictions as opposed to the National model which focuses on harm reduction and stabilization.
7.

| Areas addressed in the plan

The key areas that have been addressed as part of the 2018 - 2023 strategic planning exercise undertaken by
the Board of SharingPoint include:
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1.
2.
3.

4.

How the goals of SharingPoint will be achieved through individual strategies and objectives for services,
place, brand, marketing, training and fundraising etc.
The opportunity for advancing SharingPoint’s charitable purpose by expanding its service offerings and
operations to enhance the public benefit it provides in both its current location and possible new locations.
Given the outputs of (1) and (2) above, the human resources challenges that will need to be addressed and
overcome are examined together with whatever new management skills and additional resources will be
needed to execute these plans effectively. In particular, the management challenge of resourcing and
committing the time required to expand into new locations, if this strategy is agreed, will be considered; and
Ensuring that systems and processes are in place to ensure that SharingPoint achieves its objectives with
integrity and that it is managed in an effective, efficient, accountable and transparent way.
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SECTION 3.0 | Summary of the Plan
Overview and objectives, mission, vision, goals, strategic intent and pillars, summary financial projections

3.1 | Planning Approach
In arriving at its 2019-2023 plan, a Bottom-up / Top-down approach was taken by the Board. An initial planning
workshop was held with a representative group of SharingPoint clients and facilitators. As end users of its
services, the Board sought their inputs to better understand what about SharingPoint’s existing client proposition
worked well. Equally, the Board sought to identify potential opportunities for improvements. This was a hugely
important step in terms of building a connection between the Board and the clients it serves and in providing
insights as to how SharingPoint’s services could expand and improve.
Separately the Board, supported by the CEO held a strategic planning session at which the following were
considered;
• 2016 – 2018 Strategic Plan successes and failures;
• Inputs from client/facilitator planning workshop;
• CEO operational and financial forecasts 2019 and beyond;
• Situational analysis (e.g. market information and developments / National Drugs Strategy etc.)
• Review of SharingPoint’s charitable purpose / client value proposition;
• Review of SharingPoint’s Mission, Vision and Values statements;
• Review of SharingPoint’s risk / control environment;
• Governance best practice (e.g. Charities Governance Code, SORP etc.); and
• Documentation of the SharingPoint methodology by Dr Keara Hall.
The outcome of the Board’s considerations was to agree a strategy of continued steady growth for SharingPoint
during 2019 - 2023. A key focus for SharingPoint’s 2019 – 2024 strategy will be to increase the benefit it
provides to the community by extending its reach to adults suffering from the effects of addiction, in its broadest
sense. The Board recognises that significant management time, effort and cost will be required to update and
improve the transparency and consistency of our marketing and communications material in order to
appropriately position and promote SharingPoint’s services into the future. The Board accepts that this will be a
challenging strategic objective which, when successfully delivered, will widen the prospective client base for the
highly valued services offered by the organisation.
One area that was considered by the Board, but which will not be progressed as part of SharingPoint’s 2019 –
2023 strategic plan is the potential to offer SharingPoint’s services to children (i.e. under 18’s) as well as adults.
Feedback received from existing clients and facilitators indicated that the services offered by SharingPoint would
be invaluable to younger clients. Assisting young people in their journey to self-awareness could allow them to
become the person that they are meant to be at an early stage in life and so avoid the circumstances that lead
to the development of addiction and/or behavioural problems. However, after careful consideration, the Board
does not believe that SharingPoint is currently in a position to offer its services to children given the restrictive
nature of current legislation in this area and the need for specialist skills / resources. This is something that will
be considered by the Board in future strategic plans.
An initial high-level 3-year strategic plan was developed over 2018-2019 setting out SharingPoint’s ambition to
build the scale and quality of its client services and proposition. A more detailed 5-year plan, including clear
targets and timelines for delivery over the 5-year period (2019 – 2023) was developed throughout 2019 and
approved by the Board in early 2020.
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3.2 | Plan Overview
The following is the strategic plan for SharingPoint for the five-year period from 2019 to 2023 inclusively which
sets out the concept and underlying assumptions of its future strategy for that period. The background to the
current activities in each area of business has been discussed and explored by the Board and the current
strategy for that area, whether formal or informal, has been reviewed and documented at regular board
meetings. The necessary changes that are required in order to meet the overall objectives of this strategic plan
have then been collectively discussed, agreed and tested to the extent possible by the Board management team
as part of this planning process. Each section to follow is therefore addressed under Strategic Objective and
Business Level Planning.
It is recognised that some or all of these strategic changes will require a financial investment (i.e. in the areas of
additional human resources, brand & marketing, systems etc.) but equally that some strategic changes will be
undertaken for cost and operational efficiencies (i.e. in the area of service delivery and basic system
capabilities).
3.3 | Plan Objectives
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

To determine the current and future need for the SharingPoint service in Ireland (i.e. what is its charitable
purpose and how does it provide public benefit?).
To agree how the SharingPoint proposition will be correctly positioned in the marketplace. This will include
consideration of the advantages and disadvantages of working with other charities.
To determine if and how SharingPoint could expand its service beyond its current location in Coolock.
To determine how the planned growth in new clients can be achieved to maximise the benefit provided to
the community.
To determine the human, financial and other resources required to make that happen.
To determine how the required employees and volunteers will be sourced, trained and retained, maintaining
a culture of respect for all staff.
To determine how the required financial resources can be achieved through sustainable fee generation and
fundraising and how sufficient external funds can be raised to meet the requirements of the strategic plan.
To ensure that SharingPoint Board members are suitably skilled and trained and work together effectively as
a team.
To ensure that SharingPoint continues to meet its regulatory and compliance requirements, operating within
the letter and spirit of the Charities Governance Code.

3.4 | Mission
“To be a highly effective, recognized, accepted and sustainable service provider that has the capacity to assist
any adult affected by addiction who is interested in recovery through the development of self-understanding and
acceptance”.
3.5 | Vision
“We will build an awareness and understanding of the SharingPoint service in the locations in which we operate
and invest in our people and operational capabilities to ensure that any adult seeking help in dealing with the
effects of addiction can do so through SharingPoint”.
3.6 | Values
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Honesty: We commit to transparency, integrity and respect for all those who engage with us.
Trustworthiness: We provide a nurturing organisation that allows clients to rebuild their lives.
Kindness: We act with openness, generosity and consideration for others.
Responsiveness: We will be part of the solution to the growing issue of addiction.
Quality and Excellence: We will strive for quality and excellence in everything we do.

3.7 | Goals
1.
2.
3.

To meet the needs of clients seeking support in their recovery from addiction and those seeking to improve
their general emotional and mental wellbeing.
To have a sustainable funding and operating model.
To grow our services to maximise the benefit provided to the community.
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4.

To ensure that the organisation remains compliant in terms of governance and robust in terms of processes
and systems for service delivery.

Note: SharingPoint will review its Mission, Vision, Values and Goals as part of its 2019 – 2023 strategic plan.
3.8 | Strategic Intent
To cater for the rise in the number of those affected, directly or indirectly, by addiction in Ireland and to rebrand
and possibly extend SharingPoint’s services to those seeking to improve their general emotional and mental
wellbeing by:
• Continuing to focus on the organisation’s core competencies in the areas of one-to-one and group
counselling;
• Increasing the level and sustainability of the organisation’s funding;
• Building awareness and acceptance of the SharingPoint service;
• Managing the challenges and risks associated with running an organization of this size; and
• Developing a flexible and adaptable structure for future growth.
3.9 | Summary Financial Projections
Financial

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Income

163,000

173,840

189,880

222,520

246,520

Expenses

163,000

171,500

185,000

225,000

245,000

12,500

14,800

19,750

17,250

18,750

Projections

Retained
Earnings
3.10 | Strategic Pillars
1.
2.
3.
4.

Growth – Through awareness, understanding and acceptance.
Innovation – Through partnerships, alliances and adaptability.
Sustainability – Through focus on financial and human resources.
Compliance – Through continual adherence to internal policies and external codes of best practice.

3.11 | Summary Key Risks
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Lack of progress due to ineffective promotion of client value proposition.
Loss of key staff / inappropriate staff structure to deliver objectives.
Sustainability of funding structure / cash flow sensitivities.
Lack of direction / Board ineffectiveness.
Keeping pace with changes in the regulatory environment / ongoing compliance with regulatory obligations.
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3.12 | Major Strategic Initiatives for Implementation 2019 – 2023
Priority

Project Type

Objective
•

1

2

3

4

5

Rebrand and Expand

Increase and sustain
operational capacity

Self-funding operating
model

Strengthen Board Skills

Governance Best Practice

extend reach to adults suffering from
the effects of addiction, in its broadest
sense

Completion

2021

•

Promote and grow services

Ongoing

•

Review and enhance group facilitator
structure

End 2020

•

Review long-term succession plans
(e.g. CEO / Clinical Director)

End 2021

•

Review funding structure

End 2020

•

Identify external funding opportunities to
support continuous improvement

Ongoing

•

Plan for skills-based Board / Advisors

End 2019
Ongoing

•

Ongoing compliance with related
legislation / best practice

Ongoing

•

Achieve Charities Institute Ireland Triple
Lock Standard

End 2021
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SECTION 4.0 | Aligning Strategy with Mission and Vision
It is critical that SharingPoint’s mission and vision are underpinned by clear strategic objectives and supported
by real values that the Board, Management and Staff aspire to achieving. The core strategic objectives are:

Strategic Objective 1:
To extend the organisation’s
reach to adults suffering from
the effects of addiction, in its
broadest sense.

Strategic Objective 2:

Strategic Objective 5:
To have a diversified and
skills-based board and
advisors.

Vision
“We will build an awareness and
understanding of the SharingPoint service
in the locations in which we operate and
invest in our people and operational
capabilities to ensure that anyone seeking
help in dealing with the effects of
addiction can so through SharingPoint”.

To increase and sustain
the operational capacity
of the organization.

Strategic Objective 4:
Strategic Objective 3:

To remain compliant with
best practice.

To maintain a sustainable,
self-funding model for
future development.
Values Underpin Everything We Do:

Honesty, Trustworthiness, Kindness,
Responsiveness, Quality and Excellence
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4.1 | Strategic Objective 1: To extend SharingPoint’s reach to adults suffering from the effects of
addiction, in its broadest sense.

SharingPoint originally started out in 2002 to support people with addictions to alcohol, drugs and or compulsive
gambling. However, over time it has moved to supporting anyone directly or indirectly affected by any addiction
at any time, or, by anyone in their lives. We define addiction as the overwhelming involvement in anything which
causes pain to themselves and oftentimes to those around them. It can be to alcohol, illegal drugs, prescribed
medication, compulsive gambling, sex, pornography, domestic abuse, self-harm, eating, stealing, work,
exercise, religion etc.
SharingPoint believes addiction is the symptom and not the cause. We view the cause as a disconnection from
ourselves. As a result, the SharingPoint recovery model does not focus on addiction. Rather, it focuses on
learning to connect with oneself. It addresses mental and emotional health separately as distinct and separate
entities. All our services are equally aimed at anyone who has ever being affected by the addiction /
disconnection of another person in their life. In reality, it is likely that everyone will be affected, in one way or
another, by some form of addiction at some point in their life.
Over the last twenty years, SharingPoint’s understanding and approach to supporting people has evolved. As
part of our last strategic plan, the CEO worked with Dr Keara Hall on documenting our latest thinking. Having
completed this piece of work, a key focus for SharingPoint’s 2019 – 2024 strategy will be to increase the benefit
it provides to the community by extending its reach to adults suffering from the effects of addiction, in its
broadest sense. This will be achieved as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Rebrand: Review / refresh supporting documents and systems (e.g. Website. Facebook).
Launch: Updates to stakeholders / patrons etc.
Review SharingPoint’s charitable purpose to assess the potential to extend its services beyond addiction, if
appropriate. Note: An update of SharingPoint’s governing document(s) will be required.
Identify and develop additional skills / training requirements for the organisation, if required.

The Board recognises that significant management time, effort and cost will be required to deliver this objective.
Updates to SharingPoint’s promotional material and digital media (i.e. Website, Facebook etc.) are expected to
cost in the region of 30K. As a result, there is a dependency on external funding to deliver this element of the
strategic plan.
Partnerships and alliances: Past and present clients are SharingPoint’s best sources for promoting the
organisation and building the brand so we will actively build on these relationships and actively search for new
beneficial alliances.
Business Level Strategy
Strategic Objective 1: To extend SharingPoint’s reach.
Task
To extend
SharingPoint’s
reach to adults
suffering from the
effects of
addiction, in its
broadest sense.

Timeline

Lead

Review charitable purpose (update
mission, vision, goals, governing
documents etc., as appropriate)

2020

PL / SM

Review / refresh promotional materials

2021

PL

Review / refresh of Website and
Facebook

2021

PL

Internal and external promotion of
enhanced brand (e.g. Open Evening)

2021

PL
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Outcome

Increase the benefit
provided to the
community
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4.2 | Strategic Objective 2: To increase and sustain the operational capacity of the organisation.
Current Position Q4 2018
For the purpose of reviewing SharingPoint’s operational capacity it important to outline the operating structure
and where resources are currently allocated. SharingPoint is led by a full-time CEO / Clinical Director with
extensive expertise in addiction recovery. The Clinical Director is supported by one full-time and one part-time
Accredited Counsellor. All are fully accredited members of a recognised accrediting body for counsellors in
Ireland and must maintain this accreditation whilst working for SharingPoint. The Clinical Director and
Accredited Counsellors provide a variety of services to clients including facilitating group recovery sessions and
providing one-to-one counselling services.
Accredited Counsellors are supported in group recovery sessions by Voluntary/Trainee Facilitators.
SharingPoint currently has seven Voluntary/Trainee Facilitators with a variety of training, education and
experience in the field of addiction recovery and who are bound by stringent requirements. Our approach to
date is to train suitable former clients to become the facilitators of our recovery groups. This practice ensures
that all our facilitators have extensive experience in addiction recovery and fully understand how we work with
our clients. Our Voluntary/Trainee Facilitators do not receive a salary but are reimbursed for out of pocket
expenses. At present, Voluntary/Trainee Facilitators do not provide services to clients unless they are in the
presence of a fully Accredited Facilitator.
Existing Challenges
Current operational practices require a fully Accredited Counsellor to lead group recovery sessions with the
•
support of a Voluntary Facilitator. As SharingPoint has only 3 fully Accredited Counsellors this practice limits
the organisation’s ability to grow its services.
Continued over reliance on SharingPoint CEO/Clinical Director. The take on of a full-time permanent
•
facilitator in 2017 has to a large extent, reduced the key person risk associated with the Clinical Director
role. However, given the dual nature of the existing role (i.e. Clinical Director and CEO) consideration of the
role of CEO and whether it could/should be a stand-alone role is now required.
Lack of capacity is curtailing plans for expansion/growth.
•
To ensure the growth and the future viability of SharingPoint we now we need to increase capacity and reduce
the over reliance on the Clinical Director and Accredited Counsellors. A key objective of the 2019 -2023 plan will
be to review and enhance the organisation’s structure and practices with a view to increasing and sustaining
operational capacity. This will be completed as follows:
1.
2.
3.

Review of operating model to identify opportunities to increase capacity
Enhance group facilitator structure (i.e. reduce reliance on accredited facilitators)
Review long-term succession plans (e.g. CEO / Clinical Director)

Business Level Strategy
Strategic Objective 2: To increase and sustain operational capacity.
Task
To review
organisational
structure and
practices to increase
capacity.

Timeline

Lead

Review Operating Model

End 2019

PL

Implement enhancements to
group facilitator structure

End 2020

PL

Review CEO role & succession
plan

End 2021

AH

Outcome

Increased operational
capacity to support
future growth.

4.3 | Strategic Objective 3: To maintain a sustainable, self-funding model for future development.

Income is generated by SharingPoint internally through the fees paid by clients for attending one-to-one and
group counselling sessions and externally through public donations at fundraising events, through standing
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orders and once off or annual payments. It is a policy of the organisation that no publicly raised income is used
to pay for the salary of the CEO or facilitators.
While there is some risk to the internally generated fee income from clients in terms of ability to pay on occasion,
the statistical analysis of this funding stream shows a consistency that can be relied upon for forecasting
purposes. In line with the expectations of our 2016 – 2018 Strategic Plan, our income in 2018 was greater than
our expenditure. This was the first time in the previous 3 years that we have achieved this position. A previous
concern addressed by our 2016-2018 plan was an over reliance on the generosity of three regular SharingPoint
‘patrons’. Steps were taken to reduce this reliance and at the time of current planning SharingPoint is reliant on
a single patron.
It is the intention that SharingPoint will move to a fully self-funded model for day-to-day operations during the
course of this 2019-2023 strategic plan. Future funding from external ‘patrons’, where available, will be invested
in continuous improvement initiatives to support the delivery of the overall strategic plan. A key objective of this
plan therefore is to move to a self-funding operational model to reduce the risk of cash flow sensitivities and
remove the reliance on external funding. This will be achieved as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review the current funding/pricing model to ascertain if it is sufficiently sustainable.
Document and apply new staffing remuneration model (i.e. pay linked to client numbers).
Seek out additional opportunities for operational efficiencies to improve cost/income ratio - Note link to
Strategic Objective 2 below.
Develop and retain the necessary fundraising skills for the organisation.
Attract the necessary external funding to support continuous improvements over the coming 5-year period.

Business Level Strategy
Strategic Objective 3: To maintain a sustainable, self-funding model for future development.
Task

To fund
approximately €45K
rolling deficit
required for growth
over the course of
the 2019-2023 plan

Timeline

Lead

Review current funding / pricing
model.

End 2019

PL

Apply new staffing remuneration
model.

2020

PL

Seek out opportunities for
operational efficiencies

2020

PL

Develop & retain fundraising
skills (e.g. formal fundraising
training)

End 2020

PL

Attract external funding

Ongoing

PL
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4.4 | Strategic Objective 4: To remain compliant with best practice.

SharingPoint prides itself on complying with good governance practice and standards. We believe that setting
and maintaining these high standards is a key element in demonstrating accountability to our donors, funders
and clients. Using good practice in governing SharingPoint also supports us in providing the highest quality
service to our clients and in ensuring the proper operation of our activities. In 2018, the Board confirmed its full
compliance with Compliance with Governance Code for Community, Voluntary and Charitable Organisations
[2015]. A key focus in 2019 and 2020 will be to ensure and evidence compliance with the revised Charities
Governance Code 2018.
Throughout 2018, considerable work was undertaken to enhance Sharingpoint’s risk management framework.
This has improved the Board’s and management’s ability to monitor the organisation’s success in meeting its
strategic and business objectives. SharingPoint’s approach to risk management will continue to evolve
throughout the term of its 2019 – 2023 strategic plan. It will involve a continuous cycle of assessment,
treatment, monitoring and review which will allow SharingPoint to adapt to changing circumstances as they
occur.
One of the key objectives of SharingPoint’s 2019 – 2023 strategic plan is to ensure that the organisation
continues to operate within the letter and the spirit of all relevant regulatory and compliance requirements (e.g.
Charities Act 2009, Child First Act, Safeguarding Guidance – Children & Vulnerable Persons, General Data
Protection Regulation, Safety, Health and Welfare at Work Act etc.). An additional goal will be for the
organisation to achieve the Charities Institute or Ireland Triple Lock Standard. This will be achieved as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Review overall compliance with all relevant regulatory & legislative requirements.
Evidence compliance with Charities Governance Code 2018.
Evidence compliance with Guidelines for Charitable Organisations on Fundraising from the Public.
Implement Charities Statement of Recommended Practice (SORP).
Achieve Charities Institute Ireland Triple Lock Standard.

Business Level Strategy
Strategic Objective 4: To remain compliant with best practice.
Task

To ensure best
practice in
transparency and
accountability.

Timeline

Lead

Ongoing review of compliance with all
relevant regulatory & legislative
requirements

End 2020

SM

Review and evidence compliance with
Charities Governance Code 2018

End 2020

SM

Review and evidence compliance with
Guidelines for Charitable Organisations’ on
Fundraising from the Public.

End 2020

SM

Annual
Report
2020

MW

End 2021

SM

Implement Charities Statement of
Recommended Practice (SORP)
Achieve Charities Institute Ireland Triple
Lock Standards
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Outcome

Compliance with
the spirit and the
letter of best
practice
guidelines.
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5.

| Strategic Objective 5: To have a diversified and skills-based Board and advisors.

The board of directors and the CEO have well defined roles and responsibilities within SharingPoint.
Essentially it is the role of the board of directors to hire the CEO and assess the overall direction and strategy of
the business. The CEO is responsible for hiring all the other employees and overseeing the day-to-day
operation of the business.
The board of directors selects officers for the board. The major responsibilities of the board of directors include:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Recruit, supervise, retain, evaluate and compensate the CEO.
Provide direction for the organization.
Govern SharingPoint and the relationship with the CEO.
Fiduciary duty to protect the organization’s assets and member’s investment.
Monitor and control function.

In order to discharge the above responsibilities to a high standard, it is essential that SharingPoint has a
diversified and skills-based board that work together effectively as a team.
To that end, the current Board needs to be strengthened in a number of key areas. These include:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

Chairperson of the Board: The existing Chairperson signalled their intention to step down as
Chairperson of the Board for personal reasons in the second half of 2019. SharingPoint is actively
seeking candidates to fill this role.
Two existing Board members will step down in 2021 having reached their time limit on the Board.
Sectoral Expertise: Currently only one Board member has any expertise/experience in the field of
Counselling / Psychotherapy.
Branding & Marketing: The Board may require expertise to assist in its rebranding exercise and to
market SharingPoint’s services.
Broader business-based experience of Board members: The current Board is comprised predominantly
of people with experience in the financial sector leading to a risk of single dimensional focus. The
Board needs people with general business acumen outside the Financial sector

Whatever Board vacancies/shortfalls are identified, the current Board can either use existing corporate contacts
to fill or elicit the assistance of BOARDMATCH to source the skills required. This will be achieved as follows:
Business Level Strategy
Strategic Objective 5: Diversified, skills-based Board and advisors.
Task

To have a
diversified,
skills-based
Board and
advisors

Timeline

Lead

Appoint/source incoming Chairperson to
replace existing who steps down Jun 2019

End
2019

Board

Chairperson in place for
period 2019-2023

Source Board members with general business
acumen / marketing experience (not in
Financial sector)

End
2019

Board

Reduced dependence on
current single
dimensional focus

Complete Board self-assessment

June
2020

SM

Skills gaps identified

Source Board members with sectoral
experience required and experience to fill
gaps.

End
2020

Board

Board strengthened
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SECTION 5.0 | Strategic Foundations
This is the basis for the future sustainability, growth and success of the organisation

Competitive Advantage (DNA) – What do we do best
Methodology centred in clients developing and understanding, acceptance and respect for themselves
Proven track record over 15 years
Accredited counsellors with extensive experience
Culture of openness and consideration for others
Robust organisation structure and governance
Vision Statement – Future – Where we are going
Building an awareness and understanding of the SharingPoint service in the locations in which we operate
and investing in our people and operational capabilities to ensure that anyone seeking help in dealing with the
effects of addiction, and/or improving their emotional and mental health well-being can do so through us.
Mission Statement – Why we exist
To be a highly effective, recognized, accepted and sustainable service provider that has the capacity to assist
anyone affected by addiction who is interested in recovery through the development of self-understanding and
acceptance.
Vision Descriptions – What the future looks like
A high performing company that provides relevant quality services with great customer experience
A proven track record in establishing partnerships that add real value to clients
An experienced and motivated board, management team and staff
A trusted and professional organization for all parties to deal with
Seen as meeting a need in a sector with increasing demands
Setting high standards in the delivery of all services
Excelling in communication with all stakeholders including patrons
Values Statement – What we stand for
Honesty - We commit to transparency, integrity and respect for all those who engage with us
Trustworthiness - We provide a nurturing organisation that allows clients to rebuild their lives
Kindness - We act with openness, generosity and consideration for others
Responsiveness - We will be part of the solution to the growing issue of addiction
Quality and Excellence - We will strive for quality and excellence in everything we do
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SECTION 6.0 | Organisation Analysis
Current v future service delivery, people and geographies together with SWOT analysis

6.1 | Current versus Future Service Delivery
SHARINGPOINT

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Income

160,952

163,000

173,840

189,880

222,520

246,520

Retained Earnings

14,133

12,500

14,800

19,750

17,250

18,750

Board Members

6

6

6

7

7

7

Management

1

1

1

1

2

2

Facilitators

10

10

10

17

24

24

Clients (Group)

90

108

126

144

171

189

*Number of Groups

10

12

14

16

19

21

*Number of 1-to-1s

13

16

12

16

20

24

Locations

1

1

1

1

2

2

Funding Sources

5

1

1

0

0

0

0

0

0

30K

0

0

Investment
Required
*Based on weekly average
6.2 | SWOT Analysis

Strengths

Opportunities

An established operation

Growing need in the sector

Tailored service proposition & methodology

Private funding available

Skilled, dedicated and motivated people

Opportunity to open in additional locations

Board strength to build relationships

Opportunity to rebrand and possibly extend services

A successful track record of performance

beyond addiction

Strong governance & compliant with best practice
SharingPoint model may have broader applicability

Weaknesses

Threats

Overdependence on key people (e.g. CEO)

Withdrawal of patron support

Limited sector board member or advisor

Death or harm of a client in recovery

Thin funding base

Further governance failures in the sector

Reliance on word of mouth awareness

Changes to charity regulator processes

Training times due to organic nature of service
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SECTION 7.0 | Market Position in the Health Sector and the SharingPoint Differentiator
Organisations, public v private, long v short term and type of addictions

7.1 | Market Position
Sector
Public Services

Description
Services attached to Local and Regional
Drug Task Forces
Majority of funded services primarily aimed
at those directly affected by chemical
addictions and treatment model support
stabilization and harm reduction. They do
not cater for behavioural addictions
The ‘harm reduction’ treatment model
considers that recovery from an addiction to
heroin is achieved when stability on an
alternative, but legalised, drug, known as
methadone, is attained. Methadone is an
opiate prescribed by doctors as a substitute
for heroin. The fact that the person taking
methadone will require this new drug every
day and that it is equally, if not more difficult,
to come off, is often ignored

SharingPoint
All SharingPoint services are aimed at
adults affected by any addiction chemical
and/or behavioural.
It supports people affected by behavioural
addictions not catered for under Drug
Task Forces such as compulsive
gambling, eating disorders, sexual
addictions, internet addictions, work, selfharm, stealing etc.
All SharingPoint services are also
available people not themselves addicted
to anything but affected by any addiction
of a significant other person in their life –
in our experience these people can
require the same support as those
directly impacted by addiction

The ‘stabilisation’ model centres on trying to
reduce them number of chemicals being
taken by clients at any one time.
Services are mainly catchment area centred
either locally or regionally.
Public Treatment
Centre’s such as Cuan
Mhuire, Hyde Park and
Coolmine

In house and long-term aftercare support
services primarily for those affected by
alcohol and drug addictions

Private Services Treatment Centre’s
such as Rutland
Centre, St John of
Gods, Hope House,
Aiseiri etc.

Available primarily to private clients.
Typically, will provide in-house, short term
and long-term aftercare services to clients
affected by most addictions

Services indirectly
supporting those
affected by addiction

Focus Ireland, Pieta House, Peter McFerrys
Provide primarily a range of auxiliary
services to those affected by addiction
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Our ‘Primary Service’ is other service
providers’ ‘Aftercare’ service

Our programmes are long term in nature
with the length of time clients attending
weekly groups varying depending on their
own personal needs – from 3 years
upwards.
SharingPoint utilizes a myriad of
approaches tailored to client’s needs
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Sector

Description

SharingPoint

Fellowships

Fellowships – range of meetings open to
public based on 12 Step Approach to
recovery. A wide range of meetings available
across all addictions e.g. Alcoholics
Anonymous, Narcotics Anonymous, OverEating Anonymous, Sex and Love Addiction
Anonymous, Al AlAteen, Nar Anon etc.

For those addicted to illegal drugs
our services are aimed at long term
chemical free / addiction free lives and
not stabilization or harm reduction.

Operate at various times throughout Ireland,
walk in services open to the public, free of
charge, specific to one addiction or one
support service, one specific 12 step
approach, success viewed as abstinence
from specific addiction, no professional
services.

All SharingPoint services are delivered
by highly trained experienced
professionals. Each group facilitated by
two professionals with at least one being
an accredited addiction counsellor.

The HSE Addiction Service multidisciplinary
team includes psychiatrists, doctors, nurses,
counsellors, rehabilitation workers, outreach
workers and general staff. Services
primarily aimed at those affected by chemical
addictions and as with Task Forces primary
focus is stabilization and harm reduction.

SharingPoint treat addiction as a
symptom only - with groups consisting of
cross section of adults affected directly
and indirectly by any addiction.

HSE Services

Probationary Services

Counselling and
Psychotherapy

Range of limited services, typically echoing
public services available to those in criminal
system.
Myriad of different approaches - Over 16
different accrediting bodies across Ireland all
with varying standards, qualifications, ethics,
beliefs, models, approaches, experience.
Approaches, beliefs and models utilized may
differ greatly even within Accrediting Bodies.

Miscellaneous
Religious, Charitable Services providing
auxiliary supports, Government Bodies,
Gardai,
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SharingPoint does not offer in-house or
detoxification services.

All clients must go through a thorough
admissions process.

SharingPoint views recovery as slow
journey of self-understanding and
appreciation ultimately leading to an
addiction free life – mental health playing
a critical role in the recovery process.
All SharingPoint services are available to
any adult irrespective of their ability to
pay.
SharingPoint support clients to seek
specialist tailored support for particular
traumas such as childhood abuse etc.
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7.2 | The SharingPoint Differentiator
SharingPoint offers ongoing long-term, affordable (no client is ever refused our services on account of an
inability to pay), professional (accredited addiction counsellors) support to adults of any age, gender or
background across Ireland who are directly or indirectly affected by any addiction and are serious about
recovery.
Addiction is, unfortunately, a growing problem in every community in our society. Although currently based in
Dublin, we have clients who attend our weekly group counselling sessions from as far away as Newry in the
North and Waterford in the South East every week. Clients who stay with our prescribed programme (over 90%)
reclaim their lives and become fully contributing community citizens, generally within a period of three to four
years.
The SharingPoint model for recovery is unique in that it has been building for over a decade and takes elements
of multiple treatment models, psychotherapeutic and counselling techniques together with other recovery
approaches and practices. At its heart it simply asserts that addiction and our true selves run counter to each
other. SharingPoint views addiction as involving the loss of personal identity together with a deep sense of
disconnection from self and others. Recovery is then defined as a slowly led journey of self-discovery and the
building of earnest relationships with others.
SharingPoint has grown almost exclusively through word of mouth from clients and the demand for its services
has continued to grow over the years. Its services are equally aimed at people not directly caught up in
addiction but who are or have been affected by the addiction of a significant other person in their life. They can
require every bit as much support as those directly affected by addiction.
SharingPoint is in existence over 15 years, our services tackle the problem of addiction directly, by addressing
causes rather than symptoms, and producing real results in terms of lasting freedom from dysfunctional
behaviours, or reliance on substances.

SharingPoint is about delivering long-term sustaining results.

SECTION 8.0 | Brand & Communications
Future strategy for brand and communications to support achievement of the strategy

8.1 | Brand & Communications
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The SharingPoint brand is not static. Depending on what is decided in the strategic plan, it will either grow in
strength, or remain dormant, or recede with time. The organisation has had a website since 2014 and Facebook
page since 2018. These provide it with an opportunity to enhance the value of the SharingPoint brand or reestablish it among the target audiences that are important to its future development. The following strategy will
assist in developing and promoting the SharingPoint brand:

1. Brand Perception:

We will view the organization through the eyes of a potential donor and learn how
others see SharingPoint and what they think are its most important activities.

2. Think Donors:

Anyone can become a major ally and contributor to SharingPoint and they are usually
moved by powerful stories of how its’ work affects the lives of those we serve. We will therefore continue to
source and promote new client stories online and offline.

3. Value Proposition: We will ask ourselves “What is the one thing we do better than anyone else?” and we
will be a meaningful brand by finding our niche position among the other organizations in our field.

4. Planning:

We will develop an operational plan to build the brand of SharingPoint and close the gap
between the current perception of the brand and our brand goal.

5. Organizational Alignment: We will promote the brand from the top down and will make it live in the hearts
and minds of every stakeholder in the organization.

6. Visual Consistency:

We will present a consistent picture of SharingPoint across all touch points and
won’t dilute the branding efforts with too many messages at one time.

7. Multiple Touch Points: We will ensure message consistency across many touch points and increase the
level of communication to building an effective, accurate brand of SharingPoint. We will create an
operational plan to keep the organisation to the fore in the minds of donors through the web, collateral,
letters, white papers, and other methods.

8. Website Success:

We will view the SharingPoint website and Facebook page not just as the
organization’s digital marketing effort, but the articulation of our missions to a wide audience base and a
plan to activate this will be created.

9. Partnerships and Alliances:

Clients, Friends, Partners and Supporters are SharingPoint’s best sources
for promoting the organization and building the brand so we will actively build on those relationships and
actively search for new beneficial alliances.

10. Just Be Great:

We will work towards excellence in all things SharingPoint does and the brand will

develop accordingly.

SECTION 9.0 | Organisation Structure
Organisation structure, staffing, premises & distribution and systems
9.1 | Organisation Structure – Year End 2018
CEO /
CLINICAL DIRECTOR

ACCREDITED
FACILITATOR
1 FTE

ACCREDITED
FACILITATOR
0.2 FTE

P VOLUNTARY
a g e 26 |FACILITATORS
34
X7

CLINICAL
SUPERVISOR
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9.2 | Staffing Requirements
The following shows the expected roles and number of employees / volunteers that will be required in the
company over the duration of the Business Development Plan.
SHARINGPOINT Roles

2018

2019

2020

2021

1

1

1

1

CEO
Clinical Director (Accredited Counsellor)

2022

2023

1

1

1

1

Full Time Accredited Counsellor

1

1

1

1

1

1

Part Time Accredited Counsellor

1

1

1

1

1

1

Voluntary Facilitator (Senior)

0

0

0

0

6

6

Voluntary Facilitator

7

7

7

14

15

15

Total Employees / Volunteers

10

10

10

17

25

25

9.3 | Premises
SharingPoint currently operates from a single centre in the North-side Business Centre in Coolock, Dublin 17.
This premises, which consists of two rooms is rented on a month to month basis at a cost of circa €1,200 to the
organisation. It allows clients the ability to access the premises privately which is an important part of the
confidentiality of the service provided. The premises also has an office for administration purposes together with
holding facilitator, management and board meetings when required. In many respects the current premises of
SharingPoint is the ideal infrastructure required for the number of clients and available budget and should the
service be expanded into a new location then similar premises arrangement would be sought.
9.4 | Systems
SharingPoint uses a number of core systems in its daily operations. These include business email, a website
and Facebook page that allows viewers to request information and a bespoke excel based system for tracking
and accounting for fee income from clients on a daily basis. A further bespoke excel based system is also used
to generate monthly management accounts and this information is the basis for the preparation of the annual
report and accounts and company audit. An excel spreadsheet is also used to monitor SharingPoint’s risk
environment with risk reports being provided to the Board at each Board meeting.
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SECTION 10.0 | Risks (Note: Risk ratings as at December 2019)
Individual risk factors, risk rating, impact on the business and mitigation (*1=low and 10=high)

1. Strategic / Governance Risks: SharingPoint's appetite is to ensure delivery of strategic objectives, consistently
meeting annual and strategic planning targets to ensure the long-term viability and sustainability of the charity.
Risk
No.

1

2

3

4

5

Risk Description

Controls / Actions to Mitigate

Owner

Impact

Likelih
ood

RAG

Lack of direction, strategy &
forward planning
(SharingPoint fails to meet
its strategic objectives)

- Strategic plan - clear objectives &
policies
- Financial plan - forecasts & budgets
- Monitoring of financial and operational
performance
- Regular updates to Board

Clinical
Directo
r

4

2

8

SharingPoint Board lacks
relevant skills or
commitment

- Board Recruitment, Induction &
Training
- No limit to Board Membership
- Defined Term limit for Board
membership

Board

4

2

8

Board members are
benefitting from charity (e.g.
remuneration)

- No remuneration for Board Members
- Documented expenses policy
- Procedures in place re authorisation of
expenses

Board

3

1

3

Loss of key staff (incl.
CEO) / Inappropriate staff
structure to deliver
objectives

- Succession planning
- Staff Training & Development
programmes
- Staff recruitment programmes
- Clear Roles & Responsibilities
- Staffing requirements reviewed on
ongoing basis

Board

4

2

8

Reporting to Board
(accuracy, timeliness &
relevance)

- Monthly financial reporting.
- Operational updates at each board
meeting.
- Compliance/Risk updates at each
board meeting

Clinical
Directo
r

3

1

3
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2.

Operational Risks: SharingPoint has a limited appetite for Operational Risk; it seeks to minimise the likelihood
and impact of these exposures while recognising there will remain a level of residual risk.
Risk
No.

6

7

8

9

10

Controls / Actions to Mitigate

Owner

Impact

Likelih
ood

RAG

Internal / External Fraud /
Criminal Activity
1) Cash Handling
2) Fundraising
3) Financial Accounting

- Security of value - Safe installed
- Cash Handling Procedures
- Fundraising Policy
- Outgoing cheques double signed
- Bank statement issued to Board

Clinical
Directo
r

3

2

6

Data Protection /
Information Security
1. Data being hacked
2. Data being lost

- Data on CEO / Service Co-ordinators
laptops encrypted
- Computers backed up to iCloud and
USB Boards
- Client information redacted prior to
external transmission
- Internet, e-mail and fax policy
- Regular review & update of key
policies.

Clinical
Directo
r

3

1

3

Clinical
Directo
r

4

2

8

3

12
(Risk
Accept
ed)

3

15
(Risk
Accept
ed)

Risk Description

Disaster Recovery (e.g.
Loss of Premises)

- Business Continuity / Recovery Plans
- Data back-up procedures

Health and Safety - Welfare
of Staff (including risk of
suicide)

- Staff Training & development
- Staff counselling & support
- Set-up and Debriefing processes
(Groups)
- Monitoring and reporting procedures

Clinical
Directo
r

Health and Safety - Welfare
of Clients (including risk of
suicide)

- Staff Training & development
- Staff counselling & support
- Set-up and Debriefing processes
(Groups)
- Monitoring and reporting procedures:
- Quality of Care
- Assessment Process
- Ongoing supervision (clinical monthly)
- Specialist Support (fortnightly)
- SharingPoint Community

Clinical
Directo
r
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3.

Financial Risks: SharingPoint seeks to ensure it is funded in a stable and sustainable way. To fulfil its
objectives, SharingPoint may raise funds and will therefore accept some level of risk in undertaking fundraising
activities.
Risk
No.

11

12

13

Risk Description

Controls / Actions to Mitigate

Owner

Impact

Likeli
hood

RAG

Inappropriate budgetary
control & financial reporting

- monthly financial reporting
- monthly bank statement issued to
Board members
- audited accounts published annually

Clinical
Directo
r

3

1

3

Cash flow sensitivities /
sustainability of funding
sources

- initiatives to explore other sources of
income
- fundraising activities
- relationship management with funders

Clinical
Directo
r

3

2

6

Pricing policy (inaccurate
pricing of services)

- ongoing monitoring
- benchmark against other providers

Clinical
Directo
r

3

1

3

4. Conduct / Reputational Risks: SharingPoint has no appetite for providing services in an inappropriate or
negligent manner that leads to adverse outcomes for stakeholders including clients, staff, sponsors and regulators.
However, it is acknowledged that there may be a certain level of risk arising relating to the services provided.
Risk
No.

14

Risk Description

Risk that SharingPoint,
conducts business in an
inappropriate or negligent
manner that leads to
adverse client / stakeholder
outcomes, relationships with
funders public perception
etc.

Controls / Actions to Mitigate

Owner

- quality reporting (e.g. Annual
Accounts)
- compliance status
Clinical
- communications with sponsors / clients
Directo
- relationship management
r
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Impact

Likelih
ood

RAG

3

1

3
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5.

Regulatory Risks: SharingPoint has no appetite to knowingly breach its regulatory obligations. However, it is
recognised that the charity will be exposed to a level of underlying risk in that unintentional breaches may occur.
Risk
No.

15

16

Risk Description

Non-compliance with
legislation and regulations.

Regulatory reporting
requirements

Controls / Actions to Mitigate

Ongoing compliance monitoring and
reporting
Code of Conduct for Board members
and staff
Board training
Clear roles and responsibilities
Revenue and Charities Regulations
Health Research Board

Note: Risk ratings set out above are as at the end of December 2019.
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Owner

Impact

Likeli
hood

RAG

Clinical
Directo
r

4

2

8

Clinical
Directo
r

3

1

3
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SECTION 11.0 | Financial Projections
Profit & loss, cash flow and balance sheet and financial assumptions

11.1 | Financial Assumptions (to be achieved during the period of the plan as modelled)

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

Income

€160,952

€163,000

€173,840

€189,880

€222,520

€246,520

Operating Expenses

€160,877

€163,000

€171,500

€185,000

€225,000

€245,000

€0

€0

€0

€30,000

€0

€0

Client Fees

€86,365

€102,000

€118,000

€136,380

€169,020

€193,020

Fundraising Events

€9,635

€10,000

€10,000

€10,000

€10,000

€10,000

Corporate Donations

€15,000

€17,000

€15,000

€15,000

€15,000

€15,000

Individual Donations

€15,405

€34,000

€28,500

€28,500

€28,500

€28,500

Public Funding

€23,359

€0

€0

€20,000

€0

€0

Private Funds Grants

€10,718

€0

€0

€10,000

€0

€0

0

0

0

7

8

0

Capital Expenses (e.g. Website)

New Hires (Voluntary Facilitators
& CEO)
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SECTION 12.0 | Appendices
Board and management profiles

12.1 | Board of Directors
SharingPoint is governed by a voluntary Board of Directors with a broad range of professional, commercial and
industrial experience.
Chairperson – Aidan Horgan
Aidan joined the SharingPoint Board in June 2019. Aidan has held a number of Senior Manager and Executive
roles within 33 years of experience in the Financial Services Industry. His roles included Head of Life Operations
within Bank of Ireland Life, and currently is Operations Director for the Capita Group responsible for the Zurich
International Business. Aidan brings extensive stakeholder, project and operations management experience to
the Board.
Company Secretary - Mary Dillon
Mary held a number of Senior Executive positions within Financial Services Industry, prior to the formation of her
own company, Perfect Fit Recruitment. Her key Executive roles included responsibility for Information
Technology Support, Operations Management, Contact Centre Management and IT Infrastructure Outsourcing.
Mary led a number of complex business change programmes within the IT Infrastructure and Contact Centre
areas. These programmes included the implementation of major business change including extensive
organisation re-design. Mary brings her strong interpersonal capability and negotiation skills, in addition to her
deep financial services expertise, to the recruitment sector.
Treasurer - Mary Woodnutt
Mary Woodnutt is a retired Senior Manager with 40 years’ experience in the banking industry. Mary has
successfully led both Cash and Clearing Operations across Ireland and the UK with large numbers of staff
across multiple locations. She has led a number of operational programmes and projects involving extensive
management of key external customers and stakeholders.
Board Member - Kay Hanneffy
Kay Hanneffy is a senior HR manager. During her career she has been the Head of HR for a number of diverse
businesses and has led a number of significant change and operational programmes. Kay has been involved
with SharingPoint since its inception and facilitated a weekly recovery group for a number of years. Her focus
now is supporting the CEO with stakeholder engagement, correspondence with key external bodies and funding
applications.
Board Member – Susie Markey
Susie is a senior audit manager with one of Ireland's leading financial institutions. During her career she has
also held a number of operations management positions. She has extensive experience in overseeing internal
operating controls, processes and practices and holds a professional designation awarded by the Association of
Compliance Officers in Ireland.
Board Member – Catherine Jordan
Catherine has held a number of marketing and business development management roles throughout her career
spanning 25 plus years. As owner of CJC Consulting she works with clients, primarily SMEs, to create
successful marketing and business development strategies and solutions and to develop and transform their
business from idea inception to project implementation. Catherine is effective in the cultivation of relationships
and partnerships with key clients resulting in long lasting and fruitful engagement.
12.2 | Management Team
Chief Executive Officer - Padraig Langan
Padraig is the co-founder and Chief Executive of SharingPoint and has over 30 years continuous experience in
working with people affected by addiction, mainly through group work. He has been with SharingPoint since its
foundation in 2002. He facilitated various addiction recovery groups in the Rutland Centre for the previous 12
years. Padraig is an accredited member, past board member and previous Chairman of the Addiction
Counsellors of Ireland. He holds a distinction in his degree in Addiction Studies. Up to 2008, prior to taking up
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the position as full-time CEO of SharingPoint, Padraig worked as a senior Human Resource professional in
Bank of Ireland in a career spanning twenty-two years.
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